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We discuss the importance of determining M,, for any finite monoid h4. We 
prove that if all regular elements of the finite monoid M are type-II eIements (a 
decidable condition which includes d-triviat), then the strong type-11 conjecture is 
true for M, I.e., M,=M,F, and so M,{ is decidable. As an application we prove 
that for P(G), the monoid of nonempty subsets of a finite group G, [P(G)],,= 
[P(G)],r holds. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A rehion 4 between two mathematical objects X and Y of the same type 
may be defined as a subobject of the direct product Xx Y which projects 
fully onto X and onto Y. We are interested in the case where X= M is a 
finite monoid and Y= G is a finite group; we denote a relation # between 
h4 and G by 4: M-t G. Alternatively, Q;: M -+ G may be viewed as a 
function 4: M+ P(G) from M into nonempty subsets of G such that 
for all m,, rn2E M the product q5(m,) q5(mz)s#(m,m2) (where P(G) 
inherits its natural multiplication from G by AB := {ab 1 a E A,b E B}) and 
U(&m): m EM) = G. 
In [ 11, Cp is termed a relationd surmorphism and an extensive theory 
with applications is developed. Note that (in general) if C# and $ are rela- 
tional su~orphisms, then the composition 40 J, and the inverse #-’ are 
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also relational surmorphisms. If 4: A4 + G is a relational surmorphism onto 
the finite group G, we call +C ‘( 1) = ( m E M( 1 E d(m) ] the kernel of 4. Note 
that the kernel of 4 is a submonoid of M. We may then ask the following 
natural question. 
Question. What is the smallest kernel of any relational surmorphism of 
the fixed finite monoid M onto an arbitrary finite group? 
The following notation has been developed in the held: Let M be a finite 
monoid. Define 
M,, = (m E M 1 for all finite groups G and for all relational 
surmorphisms #: M + G, m E 4- ‘( 1 ), the kernel of # 1. 
Then it is easily seen that M,, is a submonoid of Arp: M,, = n kernel 4 over 
all 4: N -+ G onto finite groups, and the above question translates into 
determining M,, for any finite monoid M. It is also easy to see that for a 
given finite monoid M there exists a specific finite group GM and a 
relational surmorphism bM: A4 + G, such that d;‘( 1) = M,,. Thus if 
4: A4 -+ G is any relational surmorphism onto a finite group G, it follows 
that M,l=#;l(l)&#~l(l) (see [2]). 
The following obvious but diflicult question arises: Given M, what is 
M,? At present it is not known whether M--+ MI, is a computable 
function. The computability of M, is known in the literature as the weak 
fype-ZZ conjecture. 
One approach to the conjecture has been to “approximate M,, from 
below,” i.e., to find elements in M that clearly must belong to M,[ (idem- 
potents) and orations that allow construction of new M, elements from 
old ones (weak conjugation). This leads to the definition of con~tr~cfjb~e 
type-ZZ elements as follows. 
Let N be a submonoid of M. We say N is closed under weak conjugation 
iff given a, b E M satisfying aba = a (but not necessarily bab = b) and n E N 
then n’ = anb and n” = bna are also elements of iV. 
Define MI,, , the set of constructible type-ZZ elements, by 
M,,. := the smallest submonoid of M containing the 
idempotents of M and closed under weak conjugation. 
It is not difficult to show that Mfr GM,! (see [2 J, or better, 131). 
For all finite monoids, is M,, = MI{? This is known in the literature as 
the strong type-ZZ conjecture. See the recent survey by Pin [43 on the 
type-11 conjecture (which Pin calls the Rhodes conjecture), where history 
and recent results are given; for another survey see also [2 1. Note that the 
strong type-II conjecture implies the weak type-11 conjecture, since M,, is 
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clearly computable for any finite monoid M by starting with idempotents 
and iterating with conjugation and closure. 
In 1972 Rhodes and Tilson [5] proved that the strong type-II conjecture 
is true for finite regular monoids (for a better proof see [S]). In 1986 Ash 
[7] proved that the strong type-II conjecture is true for finite monoids 
whose idempotents commute. See [8] for further references and generaliza- 
tions. 
In this paper we prove that the strong type-II conjecture is true for finite 
$-trivial monoids or, more generally, for those finite monoids whose 
regular elements are contained in M,,,. 
As an application we also prove that the strong type-II conjecture is true 
for P(G), where G is any finite group and P(G) is the monoid of all non- 
empty subsets of G under the usual multiplication AB = (ab 1 a E B, b E B). 
To further motivate the importance of M,, we state its fundamental 
relation to the Mal’cev product of pseudo-varieties of monoids (see ES] for 
more discussion on this). We recall that a pseudo-variety of monoids 4 is 
a nonempty collection of finite monoids closed under taking submonoids, 
surmorphisms, and finite products. 
Let B and 4 be pseudo-varieties of monoids. The Mal’cev product B m 4 
is defined as 
B m A := {M 1 M is a finite monoid and there exists an A E A 
and a relational surmorphism 4: M -+ A such that 
for all idempotents e2 = e E A, d, - l(e) E B >. 
It is easy to verify that B m Cr is a pseudo-variety. The fundamental 
relationship between M, and the Mal’cev product of pseudo-varieties is the 
following. 
Let B be any pseudo-variety of monoids, and let G denote the pseudo- 
variety of all finite groups. Then m E B m L; iff M, E & (the proof is easy). 
Hence if membership in B is decidable and the weak (or strong) type-II 
conjecture is true, then membership in B m I; is decidable. 
It follows from the results of this paper that if J is a 2$-trivial finite 
monoid then JE B m G iff JIro & (since J,= JIIe). Thus if mem~rship in 
B is decidable, then membership of the y-trivial monoids in J? m C is 
decidable. 
Let B and A be pseudo-varieties of monoids. In [ 11, B * 4 the pseudo- 
variety generated by all unitary semi-direct products B * A with BE 4, 
A f A is extensively studied. We always have @ * G c: & m G. In [8] condi- 
tions are given on B which imply the equality & * G = B m G. For example, 
if B = SL. the pseudo-variety of all semi-lattices, then SL * G = SL m f; 
(Simon’s Theorem [9]) and ~ME SL * G iff MI,g & which implies 
M, = M,P by Ash’s Theorem. 
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Similarly if &J is the pseudo-variety of finite completely regular monoids, 
then _V * I; = _U m G (Therien’s Theorem [lo]) and ME _U m G iff M,,E _V. 
But M,, E _U iff M,,? E g and both imply M,, = M,,, by the main theorem 
of [8-J 
Combining all the above proves ME U * G = Y m G iff M,. E _V. Then 
membership in U * G = &I m G is decidable. 
The importance of these results is increased if one considers that there 
are examples of pseudo-varieties @ and 4 whose mem~rship problem is 
decidable, but for which the mem~rship problem for 4 * 4 (and B m 4) is 
not decidable. See [ 111. 
0. NOTATION AND RESULTS QUOTED 
In this section we will describe our notation and list results needed in 
this paper from the other papers on li;i, activators, the type-II partition, 
and M,, intersected with regular f classes. 
To ease notation in the following we will set I= Mfr. 
In posing the original question we could have been slightly more general 
and define pointlikes with respect to groups by 
PI,(M) := (Xc MI X# 0, and for any relational surmorphism 
#:M+G,XGd-‘(g)forsomegoG}. 
We might then hope to approximate Pi,(M) (which is just like M, a priori 
an uncomputable definition) from below by defining constructible pointlikes 
with respect to groups by 
const-Pl~(~} := ~~~~~Zm~Zm~.~~~rn~Zforsornern~, . . . . m,EMj, 
fact const-PI,(M) 6 PI,(M). 
(Note: Equality does not hold in the above. There is a slightly larger 
version of const-Pi,(M) for which the authors conjecture equality-this is 
known as the cove;conjecture. See [3].) 
We noted in the Introduction that there exists a group G and a relational 
surmorphism 4: M -+ G such that M,{, = Z= r$ -l(l). It is therefore natural 
to except 1 to act as an identity for const-PI,(M). However, at present we 
only get A’& XZ (since 1 M E Z). In order to get equality, we will pass to a 
submonoid of const-Pi,(M) defined as 
Define I@, the large pointlikes of const-Pl,( M) 
by A= {X~X=Zm,Zm, . . . Zm,Zfor some m,, . . . . mk E M}. 
It is easy to see that for any idempotent E2 = E E PI,(M) in fact E c: M,,. 
This naturally leads to a new closure operator on M,;, by taking the union 
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of idempotents in const-Pi,(M). It was a surprising result, and non-trivial 
to prove, that in fact const-Pi,(M) is already closed under this operational. 
FACT (0.1). Let E2 = E E li;i, then E G I (recall I = MI,,). 
Sketch of Proof (for details see [3, Propositions 1.3 and 2.23). Start by 
induction on the y-classes of E, starting at the top and working down. 
Note E2= E and not just E2 c E, so top y-classes are regular! In the 
inductive case, regular $-classes are easy to handle. Null classes are either 
generated from above (i.e., every Jo J is a product xy with x, y ># j and 
X, y~1 by inductive assumption), or isolated. In the isolated case one 
shows that there must exist an idempotent e E E such that je = j. Since both 
e, j E E c im 1 Im, . . . Zm,Z for some m r, . . . . mk E M, they have similar expres- 
sions e=t,m,...m,i,+, and j=i;m,.--m,ii+, only differing in the 
ik, ih E I. From that one can derive a formula for j that shows that j can be 
written using only idempotents and weak conjugation. Hence Jo I. 
An easy consequence is the key property of R: 
FACT (0.2). Zf tie I@,~~, then fit_ M,,,. (Note: the converse is not 
asserted!) 
ProoJ Fact (0.1) does the base case, and closure under product and 
weak conjugation are easy. 
Recall that a finite monoid M is called a block group iff every regular 
J-class has the identity as its structure matrix or equivalently the inverses 
are unique when they exist. See [12] where block groups are extensively 
investigated. 
FACT (0.3). ii;i is a monoid with 1 as its identity, i.e., for all ti E ii7 we 
have ~2 = Iti = tiI= It%. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from the definition of ii;l and the fact 
that 1’ = 1. 
FACT (0.4). Let ii, 6,C E iGi with &5 = 62 = R 6. Then 6 c. 2. 
ProoJ Let Ei be such that &.?= 6. Then 6 = 6(&@ for all n. Choose N 
so that E = (?a)“’ is an idempotent, and hence by Fact (O.l), E E I. Then - - 
~=~I~aE=a(~~)N=iiE~(E~)N-l=b~d(~~)N-’=i;(~~)N=~. 
FACT (0.5). nTi is a block group. 
Proof. Assume not, then there exists a regular $-class 3 of m with 
Li,h,C~f such that cf#& &5=&i;, and G=,6=.d?=&. By (0.4), &~a 
and 6 c 6 and hence ti = 6. This is a contradiction, so ii;i is a block group. 
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There is a natural relational surmorphism between M and ,iri defined as 
follows: 
DEFINITION (0.6). Let R: M-, li;i be generated by ((m, I&)1 m E a). 
In other words, (KU,@) E R iff there exists m, , . . . . mk E M with m = m, .f. mk 
and 8=imiI-.*fmkI. 
FACT (0.7). R satisfies R-‘(I@,,.) < M,,. 
The proof is easy. 
An immediate consequence is the Reduction Theorem for the type-II 
conjecture (Corollary (3.5) of [3]). 
FACT (0.8). To prove i&i,,, = M,, it suffices to prove lQr, < P(I). 
ProoJ If A,[,< P(l) then there exists a group G and a relational sur- 
morphism 4: a-+ G such that A?,,= the kernel of # < Pl(1). Consider 
Ro#: M-t H+ G. Then M,,>M,,. 3 kernel of Rogl&MM,,, and hence 
iv,,, = N,. 
EXAMPLES (0.9) FOR iii. Note: We say IC for idempotents commute, i.e., 
if e, f E M are idempotents, then ef =fe. 
(a) Let M be a finite inverse monoid, i.e., IC and regular. Then 
1 = ~~~) = the set of idempotents of M. Further, for all m E M and idem- 
potents eEM we have me= (mm~‘m)e= (mem-‘)m with mem-’ E I. 
Hence mI=Im. Thus (Imtl)(lm,Z)=Im,m,f. It is easy to see that 
m -+ ImI is a one-to-one map, and so M z B. 
(b) Let M= A”( { 1 }, A, B, C) + 1 with C regular. Write C as the 
sum of irreducible blocks, e.g., 
Al 
A* 
A3 
r-i- 
0 
V 
1 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 O : r, : ‘: 
1 0 0 1 
I I / I 
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Here B,, B,, B,, . . . are the equivalence classes under TCA (transitive 
closure of attached) where b, Ab, iff there exists a such that C(b,, a) # 0 # 
C(b,, a) and TCA is the transitive closure of A. Similarly for 
Al, Az, As, . . . . Notice a + b such that C(b, a) # 0 induces a one-to-one 
onto map of Al, . . . . A,, onto B,, . . . . B,. 
We write AixBj for Aix{l}xB,. Then Z=l+A,xB,+ . ..+ 
A,, x Z& + 0, ZIZ= Z, ZOZ= (O}, and Z(ai, 1, b,)Z= Aix Bj+O. Further, 
ltaj, iv b[)z*z(ak7 1, b,)Z=O if bjcBj, a,EAk and j#k, and Z(ij, 1, b,)Z 
otherwise. Hence L%$ z 4!‘( ( 11, (1, . . . . n f, ( 1, . . . . n}, Z) + 1 so R is inverse. 
Note IC in n;i. 
If .,&‘( (11, A, B, C) = f is a O-minimal aperiodic $-class of M, then [6] 
proves Jn~~~=Jn~~~~~ with f’=A,xB,+ e-v +2,x&, but where 
the TCA classes are minimally unioned so that B,, . . . . B,, A,, . . . . A, are: 
(1) union of TCA classes; (2) every m E M acting as partial maps on J by 
right or left multiplication map blocks into blocks and are partial one-to- 
one on moving these blocks. 
If M= &!‘(G; A, B, C) + 1 with C regular, then choosing a Graham nor- 
malization change of Rees’ coordinates (see [13, 51) then there exists a 
normal subgroup N a G (so &‘(G/N, A, B, C) is zeros and ones) and Z= 
l+A,xNxB,+ e.. +A,xNxB,+O and Z(ai, g,,bj)Z=Aixg,Nx 
Bj + 0, etc., and i@g .#Y”(G/N, { 1, . . . . rt } { 1, . . . . n}, Z,) + 1, A inverse, etc. As 
before, if J= .&‘O(G, A, B, C) is a O-minimal y-class of M, then by choosing 
a type-II normalization (super Graham normalization, see [S]), giving 
N(1G, then Jnh4,1=AAlxNxB,+ ‘.. +A,xNxi?, with Aj, etc., 
defined as before. 
(c) We want to show M need not have IC and, in fact, the maximal 
IC image of @ can have a member GE a, FE $ Z going to an idempotent. 
Consider the following f-trivial monoid: J = (A g; f 2 = A j* = j3, j’f = 0, 
fjf= 0). J has ten elements, namely: 
jf fi u j*=e* 
jfj I fe 
I jfe 
El 
e=j* 
ef=O 
fe#O 
eje = e 
.I?.=0 
c? 
= zz 
* 
5 = idempotent 
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Note - IC for J (fe # ef = 0). Note eje = e so jfi E II’, but J,,, 2 IG( J) = 
{ 1, e, f, fe, 0). Note LA( jfe) = 1 but 
jfe</fca l=LA(jfe) 
and f’= f is regular. Now we show ii;i does not have IC. I= { l,S, e, 
fe, jfe,O} (why?), ZeZ= {e,fe, jfe,O} = (ZeZ)*. ZfZ= {f,fe,O} = (ZfZ)‘. But 
ZeZ.ZfZ= (O},ZfZ.ZeZ= {fe,O)# {0}, so -1C. 
Next consider the y-trivial monoid 
M(e,f,x;e2=e,f2=f,x2=O;efxfe#0) 
meaning given w  E {e, f, x} * assume w  # 0 is reduced under the elementary 
reductions: then w  must divide efxfe, i.e., there exists o,, o2 E {e, f, x}* 
such that w, oo2 = efxfe. The elements of M are 
0 1 * 
(MI=15 
* 
El 
e 
I ef 
efx 
c1 1.* x 
fx 
fxf 
efxf. fxfe 
Z={Le,f,eJfe,O)=WW 
ZeZ= (e,ef,fe,O} =(ZeZ)2 
ZfZ= {f, ef;fe, O} = (ZfZ)2 
(ZeZ)(ZfZ)= {ef, 0} = ZefZ 
(ZfZ)(ZeZ)= {fe,O} = ZfeZ 
(lefZ)(ZxZ)(ZfeZ)= (0, efxfi} 
(ZeZZ)(ZxZ)(ZefZ)= (0). 
xf 
xfe 
El fe 
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Now under li;i ++ ai’” the maximal IC image, 
(0, .$xfi} -+ idempotent but {O, ejkjz) s; I. 
Note W---+ Brc satisfies the inverse image of an idem~otent and is 
nilpotent, since @rc --w ~h~~en~rger-~resion representation whose 
image has IC. 
We now introduce activarors (for details see [3, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.91). 
FACT (0.10). Let 9 be a j-class of the finite monoid M, and let 
cl($) := {m E Mj Jm n Jf 0). Then c&f) is a union of 2-classes of M, and 
has a unique <a minimal 24ass which is regular. 
~~~~1~~~ (0.11) The unique minimal $-class of a($ ) that exists by 
(0.4) is called the right activator ofdp and is denoted by RA($j‘ Similarly 
define the kft a~~iva~~r LA($). Of course for regular J we have &f(J) = 
LA(J) = J. 
FACT (0.12). For anyjEJ we have LA(J)~RA(J)zJ. 
The proofs are easy and can be found in [3]. 
FACT (0.13). Let M be a finite monoid and let Reg &HO&Z tke regzdar 
elements of M. Then 
M,. n Reg = MIf it Reg. 
Proof: See [6, Theorem 1.7 3. This result was first proved in [S]. 
1. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION THAT n7iIs #-TRIVIAL 
~UPUS~~UN f I. f )* The ~~~o~~~g condition for the firaite monoid M are 
e~M~vale~~t~ 
(a) A!3 is $-trivial 
Let Reg(M) denote the regular elements of M. 
(bl) Reg(M) 5 M,!, 
WI RegW) s M,, 
(cl) M,, is a unian qf #-classes of M 
(~2) M, is a union of $-classes of M 
(d ) Each member of A is a union of %-classes of M 
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Proof. First (bl ) and (b2) are equivalent since 
Regf M) n M,* = Reg(M) n M,,* (0.14) 
by (0.13). 
Next (bl) or (b2) implies (cl) and (~2) by using (0.12), i.e., for all 
rn~M, .Z(m)~L4(m)mRA(m) and LA(m)uRA(m)sReg(M). 
Similarly (cl) or (~2) implies (d) because for all rnEM, LA(m)u 
RA(m) E Reg(M) c M,,, = I and so m E ZXZ E R implies J(m) s 
LA(m) m RA(m) C Z(IXI) Z= Ml. 
We next show (a) implies (bl) or (b2) by showing not (bl) implies not 
(a). (Recall we have already proved (bl ) is equivalent with (b2).) 
M, -H M, implies li;i, --c) liir,. So not (bl) means there exists a regular 
f-class .Z g M,[,. By dividing out the ideal Z of all y-classes not above J 
and considering M --+ M/I we can assume Jo is O-minimal. 
Now using the last paragraph of Example (0.9)(b) we have Jn M,r = 
A,xNxB,+ ... +A,xNxZ?,, where A=A,+ ... +A, and the Als are 
the equivalence classes of the relative L? classes on A x G x f 1 > with respect 
to left multiplication by members of M,l,. Dually for B = B, + . . . + &. 
Also if Ci is C-restricted to Bi x A,, then C= C, @ ... @ C,, the direct sum 
of matrices. Also Z(ai, gi, hk) I= di x gjN x Bk + 0. 
Now if n>l, ~Z~(1,2,2,Z,)+l=B, divides A since B,r{AixNx 
Zjj + 0: 1 Q i, j < 2) + 1 < Ir;i. In this case iii is not y-trivial, since B, is not 
f-trivial. 
If n=l but Nn G, NfG so G/N#l, then Z(ai,g,,bi)Z=AxgjNx 
B + 0 and in this case 1 # G/N divides iV by gi N ++ A x gi N x B + 0 hence 
&I is not y-trivial. 
If n=l and G=N, then JsM,., a contradiction. This proves (a) 
implies (bl) and (b2). 
The proof of Proposition (1.1) is completed by showing (d) implies (a). 
This is verified by the following 
LEMMA (1.2). Assume A4 satisjks (1.1)(d). Then M is gS-trivial. 
Proo$ We first show B, 2 &‘(l, 2,2, I,) + 1 does not divide ii3. 
Assume false. Then since i@ is a block group by Fact (0.5) there exists A,,, 
A A,,, 129 A,, in i@ satisfying 
A:,=& A,,A,,=A,, 
A:,=& A,, 4, = A,, . 
AxA, =A,, (1.3) 
A~,A,~=Azz 
AI, #A,, 
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Since A,, =ATl, A,,R,,A,, =A,, where R,, is the set of maximal elements 
of A,, in the <fca,,j order (in fact, R,, c Reg(A,,)). 
Let rII~RI,. Then from (1.3), A,,A,,A,,=A,,, rll=aIIu12u2,, QEA,. 
Hence all bcMj u11u12 bcMj rll = (~4,~) a2,. But also aI1 bcA,,) rll = 
~dwd since 42A21 =A,, so ~12~21~41. 
Let F,, >~CA,lju,l > fCA,,j rll with r”,, E R,,. This exists since A,, = 
A,,R,,A,,. Then by definition of R,,, F,,f(A,,) rll. Hence 
~II ~d~M~~l~~122f~,,rll and ~llf(A~l)r~l implies J%AQ~~EA~~)= 
fM(r,,) or fM(rl,) n A,, # @. Thus since A,, is a union of f-classes of M, 
9ik,,)cA12. So RI1 sA12. 
Now A,, = A,, R,lA,, E A,, A,,A,, = A,,A,, E A,,Z= A,, since Z-M,,, 
so A2 11 = A,, sZ and A,,Z= A,, since A,, E li;i. Hence A,, c A,, and dually 
AII~&. Now A22 = A,,A,, 2 A,, A,, = A,,. Similarly, A,, 2 A,, so 
A,, = A227 a contradiction with (1.3). 
Now assume X~lCiand X”=E=E2, X+‘X=E, n>l, i.e., X#Eis a 
non-trivial group element of order n and EX= XE = X. Set E = A,, , 
X= A12, X’-’ = A,,. Then 
A:, =A,, AIIA,Z=AIZ 
AnA,, =AI,, so A,,A,,A,, =A,,. 
(1.4) 
Then exactly as in the previous case (only easier at the last step), A,, E A,, 
or E E X. Hence for all h, E = Eh E Xh so E E Xh. Hence for all h, ( Xh) - ’ = 
E(Xh)-l~Xh(Xh)pl =E or for all h, (X’))’ GE. Since Y+ Ye1 is a 
permutation of (X) we have, combining the last two results, 
for all h, EsXhsE 
or for all h, E= Xh. 
Thus X = E and i@ is aperiodic. 
Now since &! is a block group, B, not dividing it? says regular j-classes 
of &I are groups, and li;i being aperiodic implies regular f-classes are 
singletons, which implies f is f-trivial using (0.12). 
This proves Lemma (1.2) and hence Proposition (1.1). 
2. w ~-TRIVIAL IMPLIES (M),, < P(Z) 
Let D be y-trivial. Let > denote the strict f-order on D. 
DEFINITION (2.1). States(D)= {(d,, . . . . dk): O<k < +q dkcz D, d, > 
dld2... > d, ... dk}. Note States(D) is a finite set. 
481/151/l-16 
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DEFINITION (2.2) (of the action on States(D)). For all a~ A, * a is the 
following permutation of States(D): 
1 (d,, . . . . 4, a) if d,...d,>d,...d,aork=O 
(the F for “fall” case) 
(d 19 ...y di) if k>Oand 
d, ... d,a = d, . . . dk and 
(d 1, . . . . dk) *a= 
i ( 
(d ,, . . . . d,#a,a 
= (d,, . . . . di, di+ ,, . . . . dk) so 
d, ... @‘cd, . ..d.$+’ 
(the -F for “not fall” case). 
(2.2a) 
FACT (2.3). For all a ED, * a: States(D) + States(D) is a well defined 
permutation. 
Proof: *a is clearly a well defined function of States(D) into itself. 
We show *a is onto! Given (d,, . . . . dk) with k> 1, dk = a, then 
(d r, .,,, dk- r) * II = (d,, . . . . dk). Given (d,, . . . . dk) with k=O or dk #a, 
consider d, . . . dk>dl...dkal> ... >d,...dkaJ=d,...dkai+‘. Then 
Cd I, . . . . d,,e a) * a= (d, ..-dk). 
Thus *a is onto and thus *a is a permutation since States(D) is finite. 
DEFINITION (2.4). Let D be f-trivial. Then the relation of D with S,, 
the symmetric group on n letters with n = [states(M)), generated by (a, *a) 
for a ED is termed the related group relation R. Note (d, z) E R iff there 
exists dl,...,dk such that d=d,...d, and n=(*d,)(*d,).--(*d,) (under 
composition of permutations). 
EXAMPLE (2.5). Let A4 = (A’: X2 = 0) so A4 = { 1, X, X2 = O}. 
StaWW= (4, (11, (1, Xl, (1, X JO, (1, O), (1, X 01, (X W, W, 01, (01, 
(X)}. *X is the permutation consisting of the two 3-cycles (4, (X), (A’, X)) 
((11, (L-U, (1,X-V) (i.e., 4-+W)-+W,X)+4, (1)+(1,X)+ 
(1, X, A’) + (l), rest fixed). *O consists of two 2-cycles (4, (0)), ((l), (l,O)). 
* 1 consists of one 2-cycle (4, (1)). The reader should compute the related 
group relation. 
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DEFINITION (2.6). If &$ is f-trivial then define the function 
S: States(M) + li;ic P(M) by S($)=Z= M,,, (the identity of A$) and 
S(d 1, . . . . 4) = 4 . . . dk !z A4 (multiplication in li;i). 
FACT (2.7). For all (d,, . . . . dk) E States(M) and for all aE IV, 
S(d, . ..d.)acS((d, ...dk) * a). 
Proof Consider (2.2)(a). In case F the left-hand side equals dl ... d,a 
and the right-hand side equals S(d, ... dk, a) = d, ... d,a. So okay. 
In case N F we use (0.4). Set d, . . f di = A, ui+ ’ = X, d, . . . d,aj = B. Then 
AX= BX9B. In fact AX= BX= B since d, . ..d.aj+‘=d, . ..diaj+‘aj+’ = 
d, . . . diuj+ 1 = d, . ..d.uJ. Then by (0.4), BsA, i.e., d,..~diaiEd,...di 
so S(d,...d,)a=d,...d,a=d,...diai, S((d,...d,)*u)=d,...di, and 
d, . . . d,aj s d, . . di. Thus S(d, . . . d,)u E S((d, . . . dk) * a). This proves 
Fact (2.7). 
We now prove the title of this section. 
Consider the related group relation R (see (2.4)) between A? and S, 
(with n = IStates(ii;i)l). Suppose rE E ii;i is related to one, then there exists 
fi,, . . . . ~,EI%? such that (*fi,)(*fi,)...(*fi,) is the identity (with multi- 
plication composition). In particular for 4 E States(H), #( * 52,) . . . 
(*fik)=& By Fact (2.7) and induction, m,m*...m,=S(~)m,...m,~ 
S(fj(*rn,)..-(*rn,)). so m = m, . ..m. = S($d)rn, . ..m. E S(qq*rn,)... 
(*&)) = S((b) = z, so m s z. 
3. THE THEOREM 
THEOREM (3.1). Assume Reg(M) c M,. (a decidable condition which 
finite y-trivial monoids clearly satisfy ). Then M, = M,,, . 
Proof: By Section 1, ii;i is y-trivial. By Section 2, (n),< P(Z). By (0.9), 
M,, = M,,. , This proves Theorem (3.1). 
COROLLARY. Let D be a finite f-trivial monoid. Then (D)[,= (D),,,. 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Let G be a finite group. Let P(G) be the monoid of all nonempty subsets 
of G under set multiplication Xi, X, c G, X, .X, = {y, . y,: y, E X,, 
Y2EX2). 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let G be a)nite group. Then 
(P(G)),,= (P(G)),,. (4.2) 
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Notation (4.3). Let -P,(G)= {XsG: 1 EX} and let P,(G)x, G be the 
unitary semi-direct product with z( g, X) = gX= gXg- ‘. So P,(G) x, G is 
the monoid with set PI(G) x G and multiplication (X,, gr). (X,, g2)= 
(&%&g,‘Y glg*)=(xl.g’~2, g,gd 
LEMMA (4.4) [12]. Let G be a finite group. Then 
(a) P,(G) isfinite y-trivial. 
(b) There exists a surmorphism 8: P,(G) x, G -H P(G). 
ProoJ (a) This is trivial since /XYl 2 1x1, I YI 
W Map WI, g, 1 to J’, a. 
LEMMA (4.5). Let J be finite f-trivial and let G 
Jx, G be a unitary semi-direct product. Then 
since 1 E X, 1 E Y. 
be a finite group and let 
ProoJ: First embed J x, G into the wreath product (J’, J) o (G, G) by 
sending (j, g) to (f= fCj, gj, g) with f(h) = “j for h E G. Note f( 1) = j. Let 
R: J+ G2 be a relational morphism to the finite group G2 with R-‘( 1) = 
(J)IIS. This is possible by Section 3. Write R in the canonical factorization 
as PC’. 
Since the wreath product is covariant in the first written variable (e.g., J) 
we have the relational morphisms 
(J’, J)o (G, G) L (R’, R)o (G, G) 
s 
I 
(Gz, G,)o (G G) 
Now consider 6: (J’, J) 0 (G, G) --, (G2, G,) 0 (G, G) with 0 = j?(k)-‘. Now 
restrict 19 to the image of the embedding of J x, G into (J’, J) 0 (G, G) and 
call this 8,. Then O;‘(l)<(J)II~x (11. From this Lemma(4.5) easily 
follows. 
Now (4.1) clearly follows from Lemmas (4.4) and (4.5). 
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